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What to Expect
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker:   SusanWelcome to today’s session on CAA Site Visits: What to Expect, How to Prepare. The Site Visit Education and Training Committee of the Council on Academic Accreditation in Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology is responsible for the education of site visitors and of programs as it relates to site visits. We hope that this session will help programs prepare for their CAA site visits. 
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Session Objectives

DESCRIBE the purpose and timing of the site visit in the 
review process and the program’s roles and 
responsibilities before, during, and after the visit 

APPLY strategies for organizing data/materials 
supporting standards compliance verification during the 
site visit

PREPARE a site visit agenda ensuring a comprehensive 
and thorough site visit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanThank you to my fellow faculty members.Alright, so our objectives for this session today are that, at the end of this session, you will:Be familiar with and describe the purpose and timing of the site visit in the accreditation review process and the program’s roles and responsibilities before, during, and after the visit; Apply a variety of strategies for organizing data/materials supporting compliance with standards verification, to be shared with site visit team BEFORE and during the site visit; these data will include student learning outcomes, assessment plans and instruments, student progress tracking systems, etc.Prepare a site visit agenda ensuring a comprehensive and thorough site visitWe are thrilled to be back to in-person site visits, and will include some logistics on how those occur (after two years of virtual site visits, I think we all need a refresher!)Also we’ll provide information about expectations and timelines once the site visit is completed.We’ve included a few myth vs. fact statements to help clarify some frequently asked questions. 



Today’s Agenda

Site Visit – purpose & timing in review

Agenda development & logistics

Preparing documentation

After the Site Visit
Site Visit Report
CAA’s final review and decisions
Evaluations and performance feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanTo accomplish those objectives, we’ve structured today’s session to Address the purpose and timing of the site visit in the accreditation review process and the program’s roles and responsibilities before, during, and after the visit Provide guidance on preparing a site visit agenda to ensure a comprehensive and thorough site visitConsider strategies for organizing data/materials supporting compliance with standards verification, the bulk of which will be shared with site visit team BEFORE the site visitandDiscuss the expectations and timelines once the site visit is completed.The content we will talk about today will be relevant for your planning regardless of the type of site visit the CAA will conduct on your campus next year.  However, there are a few differences between a candidacy site visit and one for full accreditation, and we will highlight those as we move through the session today.



Myth vs. Fact #1
• Site visitors have the authority to recommend 

accreditation status for a program, including probation.

• No, the above statement is a MYTH. 
• Site visitors verify evidence.
• CAA makes accreditation decisions based on:

• Application
• Site Visit Report
• Updates provided by the program in its response to the initial 

observations and to the site visit report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanThis is the first Myth versus fact statementSite visitors have the authority to recommend accreditation status for a program, including probation.This is a mythThe role of site visit teams is as data collectors, objective evaluators, and facilitators for program quality improvement – NOT to make final accreditation decisions. Before the team leaves the program, they provide an oral summary of their ability to verify documentation for all standards during the Exit Report. The information provided in the Exit Report is included in the site visit report. The report will NOT offer a recommendation to the CAA about the program’s accreditation status. It’s possible CAA may identify issues in its Final Review and Decision not included in the site visit report; the CAA also may determine the program is in compliance with issues that were identified as a concern at the time of the site visit. Because the program also has a chance to respond to the site visit report to clarify issues noted in the report as well as provide additional documentation, the CAA reviews the program information in its entirety (application, site visit report, program’s response). Any compliance aspects would be reflected in the Accreditation Action Report (or AAR) which accompanies the accreditation decision letter.



Roles and Responsibilities
CAA vs. Site Visitors

CAA
• Develop and apply 

accreditation standards
• Establish knowledge & skills 

for academic and clinical 
curriculum

• Establish thresholds and 
monitor success re. student 
achievement

• Grant accreditation to 
programs

Site Visitors
• Use accreditation standards 

to assess programs
• Verify policies & procedures 

are in place & consistently 
followed

• Write report of the teams’ 
observations and their ability 
to verify evidence of 
documentation for all 
standards
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanWe wanted to clarify the roles of the CAA and the site visit team at the start, as there is often confusion about each group’s responsibilities when conducting an accreditation review. Only the CAA has the authority to make an accreditation decision. CAA’s Responsibilities:Develop and apply accreditation standards to assess programs’ success as it relates to program’s missionEstablish set of knowledge & skills for academic and clinical curriculumEstablish indicators of success/thresholds that students have achieved desired outcomesMonitor programs’ success related to student achievementGrant accreditation to programsSite Visitors’ Responsibilities:Use accreditation standards to assess programsVerify policies & procedures are in place & consistently followed while on-siteWrite a report of the teams’ observations about their ability to verify evidence of documentation for all standards



Purpose and 
Timing of the 
Site Visit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanNow - Let’s address why the site visit is conducted and when it occurs during the review process.



Purpose of the Site Visit

Part of the peer review process

Verifies accuracy & clarifies 
information

Policies & procedures
Congruence with mission and goals
Student achievement

Collects information about every standard for CAA to consider 
in final decision

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanThe CAA’s overall process is conducted by peers - by the CAA members as well as those who serve as site visitors. The site visit allows for information and documentation to be verified by (and sometimes explained to) a team of peers. The site visit occurs after the CAA has conducted a review of the information provided in the application and before the CAA makes a decision about the accreditation status (including candidacy). The site visit team will examine information about every standard – not just those highlighted by the CAA in their initial observations, which is the written feedback that a program receives after the CAA reads the application. Although the team may observe normal activities during their time on campus, they are not simply observers of the educational process. The site visit is a dynamic event that includes the review of files and materials along with interviews of faculty, students, clinical supervisors, deans, etc.    You’ll notice when reading the Standards and the Requirements for Review, the phrase “consistent with the program’s mission and goals” is often included – especially as it relates to expectations for faculty, curriculum, resources, and other aspects of the program.  As part of the accreditation review, the CAA asks programs to provide up front the mission statements of the institution and of the program, as well as the program’s goals. Having this information helps establish the context for the review by CAA members and site visitors. The CAA also is interested in the credentials you are preparing your students to meet. This is important as it affects the review of the tracking forms used, curriculum offered, sufficiency of particular clinical placement settings, etc. You do not need to specify these in the program’s goals. 



Site Visitors are NOT

• Looking for problems

• Making a recommendation or a 
decision on accreditation status

• Advocating for the program, e.g., 
carrying a message to the dean about 
more personnel, space
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Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanThe site visit team is not on campus to look for problems, to make a recommendation or decision about accreditation status, or to advocate for the program. Often teams are asked to take a message to the dean about asking for additional space or the need to add faculty – but that is not their role. The team’s task is to collect as much information about the program as possible as it relates to the Standards for Accreditation and report on what they were able to observe and verify while conducting the visit. 



Program Submits 
Application
August 1, February 1

CAA Initial 
Observations 
(IO)
September/March

Program 
Responds to 
IOs
30 days prior to Site 
Visit

Team 
Conducts 
Site Visit
Fall/Spring

Team 
Submits Site 
Visit Report 
(SVR)
30 days post visit

Simple Application Review Process Overview

Program 
Responds 
to SVR
30 days after 
receiving report

CAA 
Decision
July/February

Program 
Notified
30 days post CAA 
meetingSV Team/dates 

confirmed
Fall/Spring (for following semester)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanThis is high level view of the process for the CAA’s review of programs – for reaccreditation as well as candidacy once the official application is accepted.  The site visit occurs in the middle of the CAA’s review – occurring after the CAA has reviewed the application and before the CAA makes a decision about the program’s accreditation status. Thus, your site visit will occur the semester AFTER you submit your application for re-accreditation/initial accreditation or candidacy.Today we’ll be looking at preparation for a visit and the steps to be taken after. 



Review Sequence –
Site Visit & Decision

Program provides 
written response to 
IOs
• Submit any 

updates, e.g. new 
faculty, required 
advance documents

• Due 30 days before 
site visit

Site Visit 
conducted
• Site Visit Report 

(SVR) written
• Sent to program 

6-8 weeks after 
site visit

Program provides 
response to SVR
• Include updates for 

any standard
• Submit within 30 

days of receipt of 
SVR

CAA makes final 
decision
• February meeting 

for prior February’s 
submission 

• July meeting for 
prior August’s 
submission
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanPrior to the site visit, the program should address the initial observations (IOs) and provide an updated Faculty Summary and vita to include new faculty hires since the time of application. The information is due 30 days before the visit.One of the questions that staff gets often is – what format is needed for the updated faculty summary? Programs can use any format of their choice, as long as it includes faculty name, credentials/degree/qualifications/rank if applicable, courses taught/planning to teach, FTE to the accredited program, and contributions overall (e.g., supervision, administration, advising, research). Individual worksheets are on the CAA website to provide details on NEW faculty hires. You do NOT have to go back into the online CAA reporting system to make these updates Rather, they can be sent via email as a word document or excel file to caareports@asha.org and to your site visit team.The Site Visit Team will conduct the visit, write a report based on their observations and submit that to the Accreditation Office. Once the report is finalized, it is sent to the program for review and response in advance of the CAA’s decision-making meeting. It’s important that any updates the program can provide about progress that has been made since the site visit be included in that response to advise CAA when it makes its decision. 



How long will the team be visiting?

• Standard visit is 2 full days
• Monday-Tuesday
• Thursday-Friday

• Days may be added if the program
• Has multiple campuses
• Has satellite campus(es)
• Is part of a consortium
• If complexity of program warrants 

additional time 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanThe traditional agenda is for two full business days – pretty much 8am-5pm both days. For programs that have multiple campuses to visit, you could consider modifications to this schedule by starting and ending midday to support additional time needed, etc.; however, it is important to coordinate additional days with the accreditation staff and the chair of the site visit team early in the process to ensure the availability of the full team.  Sample agendas for both scenarios are available online.  If modifications to the times of the visit are made, they must be finalized no less than 30 days prior to the visit so that members of the site visit team are able to make the appropriate arrangements.



Team Composition
SLP only 
program

AUD only 
program

AUD & SLP

Academic Faculty SLP* 1-2 1

Academic Faculty AUD* 1-2 1

Clinical Faculty SLP 0-1 0-1
Clinical Faculty AUD 0-1 0-1

Practitioner SLP 1 1
Practitioner AUD 1 1

Total team members 3 3 5

*An Academic Faculty member will chair the visit 
Clinical or Academic Faculty may be assigned for the 2nd university rep. position

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanTeams are always composed of representatives from academic programs (academic or clinical site visitors) and practitioner members. At least 3 people are assigned to a visit team for one professional area program; 4-5 people will be scheduled to visits to programs with both professional areas. Site visitors are assigned only to go on a visit to a program in the same professional area as theirs. An academic faculty site visitor will serve as the chair of the team. This slide provides an overview of the composition required for each of the 3 types of site visits conducted by the CAA:For visits to SLP Master’s programs (only):3 Speech-Language Pathologists/Speech or Language Scientists 3 member team 1 practitioner, 1 academic (who will serve as chair), and 1 academic or clinical facultyFor visits to clinical doctoral programs in audiology (only): 3 Audiologists/Hearing Scientists  3 member team   1 practitioner + 1 academic (who will serve as chair), and 1 academic or clinical faculty member For a simultaneous visit to both the SLP master’s and clinical doc in audiology, we will send a 4-5-member team:  4-5 member team 1 academic– who will serve as chair 1 academic or clinical faculty – from same profession as SV Chair is representing 1 academic or clinical faculty – from the profession that the chair is not representing 2 practitioners; 1 from each professionIn 2015 the CAA began including clinical faculty site visitors as a new category for site visitors. At this time, it is not CAA’s intention to place a clinical faculty site visitor on every site visit, so that is why there is a range suggested in the table for clinical faculty members.   NOTE: Site visitor trainees are placed on site visits as part of their training on the site visit process. Trainees function as full members of the site visit team, even while they are learning the process.  



Observers on Site Visits
• Members of the CAA and Accreditation Staff routinely observe 

site visits for educational purposes

• Individual programs are not the focus of an observer’s 
participation in the visit

• Individual site visitors are not the focus of an observer’s 
participation in the visit
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: SusanOn occasion, an observer may be assigned to a visit. Programs are advised of the team composition and any observers in the site visit confirmation letter. Observers may be CAA Site Visit Committee members, CAA members who have never served as site visitor before and are participating as part of their council orientation, Accreditation staff, or others interested in the process such as a USDE staff person. CAA has established precautions to protect programs if/when an observer is assigned, especially if a CAA member. The presence of an observer on a visit is not a reflection of the program’s status or quality (or that of any of the site visitors). Rather, it furthers the education of CAA and staff and helps assess the overall quality of the CAA’s site visit system.continue CAA members’ ongoing educationallow opportunity for assessment of site visit process for consistency, best practices, and ideas for training and continuing professional development for pool of site visitorsIndividual programs are not the focus of an observer’s participation in the visit nor are individual site visitors.



LOGISTICS: you 
submitted your 
application, now 
what?

• What should you expect?
• What should you do first?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: KellyLet's take a few moments to talk about the logistics for your upcoming CAA Site Visit.If you are expecting a Spring site visit, that means you submitted your initial or re-accreditation or candidacy application in August. Site visits occur the semester AFTER you submit your application. If you are due to submit your application this coming February, then your site visit will be in the Fall. So, what do you have to do next?What are you, as a program, responsible for doing, and what will the site visit team or accreditation staff do? 



Where to Start: Scheduling
• Check calendar for available date 

options for your site visit
• Students should be on campus/ 

school in session (except candidacy 
programs)

• Consider availability of upper 
administration (Dean, Provost, etc)

• Check with faculty and staff
• Review site visitor pool names to 

identify conflicts of interest
• Site visitors also have chance to 

identify if any conflicts of interest 
with any programs due for SV

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: KellyOnce you have submitted your application, you will begin the process of preparing for your site visit. This includes logistics. Keep in mind, with the visit occurring the semester AFTER you submit your application, if you expect a Spring site visit, it will typically occur between February 1st and April 15th (candidacy site visits will occur between January 1 and February 15th). If you expect a Fall site visit, it typically will occur between September 15th and December 1 (candidacy visits in the Fall typically occur between August 25th and October 1st).Accreditation Staff will reach out to the program director in mid-end of October, via email, with an availability survey asking you to select at LEAST 3 possible sets of dates for your visit to occur. These visits occur typically on a Monday-Tuesday or a Thursday-Friday (though candidacy site visits can occur on any date combination that works for your program). The survey also asks for you to identify any conflicts of interest (e.g., site visitors who pose a potential or real conflict of interest to your program – meaning, they attended your graduate program, are in same state as your graduate program, best friends with your clinic director – for a full list of possible conflicts of interest, refer to the Accreditation Handbook, Site Visit Preparation section). For Fall site visits, staff reach out via email with the availability survey by mid-to-end of May. Programs are given at least 2 months advance notice of site visit dates once confirmed.When selecting potential dates, consider availability of students (except for candidacy programs, which do not yet HAVE students), faculty and staff, and upper administration. HOLD those dates until your actual site visit dates are confirmed by accreditation staff.



Confirming the Visit

• Verification
• Email to program and site 

visitors to confirm availability 
once dates are identified

• Confirmation Letter 
• Finalizes the date and 

team assignments
• Bios provided
• Checklist provided

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: KellyAs previously mentioned, programs and site visitors should be “holding site visit dates” until accreditation staff confirm the site visit. Once all dates are received from site visitors and from programs, a master schedule is created and staff start the sometimes “tricky” task of putting together teams for each program. This typically takes about 2-3 weeks, and site visit confirmations are sent out via email by December 1st for initial and re-accreditation Spring visits and November 15th for candidacy Spring visits. For Fall site visits, confirmations are sent out by July 1st.It is critical that you review the site visit confirmation letter in its entirety, as it includes important information to help you prepare, such as:Dates of your site visitNames and biographical sketches of your team members, including the Chair of the Site Visit team, who will be your main contactDates for which YOU as the program are responsible for reserving hotel rooms, one for each site visitor, at a nearby hotel to your program. Once reserved, confirmations need to be sent directly to each site visitor so they can contact the hotel to put the reservation on their credit card, if one is required to hold the reservation (NOT your CC or university account)TimelineSample agendaLists of materials and documentation that must be uploaded 30 days in advance (more on that shortly)



Travel logistics: meals, transport
Site Visit Team responsibilities:

• Flight arrangements
• Transport between airport & hotel
• Hotel cost
• All meals

Program responsibilities:
• Initial hotel reservations
• Arrange meeting space on campus for 

team to conduct their work
• If ground transport is NOT readily 

available, assist team in making 
arrangements to get from hotel to program 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: KellyAs mentioned on the previous slide, your site visit confirmation letter includes logistic details as well. Namely, making hotel reservations for each site visitor (own room) at a location close to the program. The hotel confirmations are sent directly to each site visitor, which is why you have their contact information in the site visit confirmation letter. The hotel reservations are for the night before the visit starts, and the first night of the visit. The program does NOT pay or put down ANY money or CC for the reservation; but turns that part over to each site visitor to put down their own CC to hold the reservations.The program is also responsible for setting up a meeting space or workroom on campus, preferably near the program offices/department area. And if ground transport is not readily available for the team to get from the hotel to the program each day, and back, the program should assist the team in making those arrangements.Any questions about site visit logistics can be sent to accreditation@asha.org or directly to me at kvelasquez@asha.org



Agenda 
Development 
& Logistics

• Who is responsible for what?
• And when?

• https://caa.asha.org/site-
visits/program-preparation/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueNow that you know when the visit is going to be, as well as who the site visit team members will be, let’s review what the program should be doing to prepare for the visit itself.In the Site Visits section of the CAA website, you will find agenda templates for site visits. Feel free to view those to make notes as we review the content in this section. 

https://caa.asha.org/site-visits/program-preparation/
https://caa.asha.org/site-visits/program-preparation/


Who’s responsible for developing 
the agenda?
• Program Director

• takes the lead to prepare a draft
• consults with the Site Visit Team Chair at least 30 days in 

advance and shares draft agenda

• Site Visit Team Chair 
• recommends order of events, logistics, people, or time
• has final authority for agenda
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueThe program director should take the lead in drafting the agenda. We strongly encourage you to have that first draft of the agenda to the chair of the site visit earlier than 30 days prior to the start of the site visit as changes will likely be suggested by the team. Final decisions regarding the agenda are the responsibility of the chair of the site visit team.The agenda is fluid and may be changed during the site visit process.



Site Visit Agenda

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueIn the site visit agenda template, you will see that the activities are spread across all site visitors, including the trainee if one is assigned.There are 3 agenda templates included as resources on the “Program Preparation for Site Visits” section of the website.The templates available include:For candidacy site visitsFor accreditation site visits for one professional areaFor accreditation site visits for both professional areas



Who participates in the visit?

• Graduate Program 
• Program Director, Clinic 

Director, Dept. Chair (if different 
than program director)

• Full- and part-time academic 
faculty

• On-campus clinical educators & 
supervisors

• Students
• Support staff

• Central Administration
• dean, provost, or president

• External Contacts
• Off-campus 

supervisors/preceptors
• Alumni
• Employers
• Clients & their families
• Members of the campus or 

local communities...
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueThis slide outlines general information regarding who participates in the site visit,The typical “program director” meetings can include the department chair if this is someone different than the program chair. This is at the discretion of the program depending on that relationship in the university. Same thing with the clinic director.All Graduate faculty (full and part time) should be included in the site visit. If the department also offers an undergraduate program, not all undergraduate faculty need to be included, but it may be helpful to interview the undergraduate coordinator. If you have questions, the Site Visit Chair can provide guidance. Students – typically are scheduled in groups. There is not a preferred or minimum number for student groups, but you do want to try to get a fair sampling of students. Both undergrads and graduates can be included but can be separated by degree and/or professional area. (For candidacy site visits, there will not be any graduate students yet but if the university offers an undergraduate program in CSD, those students can be interviewed by the site visitors.)Central administrators – Meeting with the dean separately is usually the most useful for the site visit team. Meeting with other central administrators may be combined if appropriate. All site visitors need to be in attendance for these meetings.External Contacts – There is a variety of people that are included. Clients, employers, or members of the community would likely be part of the public meeting. The team will want to speak with supervisors and alumni. (see next slide)



External Contacts

• Organize a sampling of individuals for 
site visitors to contact:

• Externship site clinical 
supervisors/preceptors

• Employers
• Alumni

• Establish time in the agenda for calls
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueExternal contacts include external clinical supervisors/preceptors, and/or alumni. Although the CAA does not prescribe a minimum number of external contacts that should be made, it does want to hear from a representative sample of externships sites, alumni, etc., as appropriate. The program should organize that sampling and provide names, employment sites, and phone numbers. Many programs have found it helpful to establish a window of time for calls as part of the agenda. The teams will call as many as they think reasonable and possible in the time allotted but may not get to everyone on the list. OR you and the team may opt to include a scheduled meetings on Zoom.



Separate or Together?

• Team members may be separated
• interview individual faculty and supervisors
• public and student meetings, as appropriate

• Team members are together
• initial meeting with program director
• meetings with Dean, Provost, etc.
• facilities tours (virtual discussion)
• exit report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueSite visitors have a short amount of time and a great deal of ground to cover during a site visit.  When creating the schedule, it is often more efficient to separate team members for activities like interviewing faculty, phoning external supervisors or alumni, reviewing files, or meeting with students/public. Team members can conduct these types of meetings simultaneously.  The chair of the site visit team also can provide guidance on which team members may be better suited for some interviews.However, it is very important that the whole team meet with the program director at the initial interview and exit report, as well as meetings with central administrators (dean, provost, president, etc.).



Agenda Considerations

• Build-in time for:
• Breaks! 
• Transition/walking time 

between interviews and  
appointments

• It is not necessary to 
schedule observations in the 
clinic.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary Sue



What do I need to do about organizing a 
“public meeting”?

• “Widely” publish an announcement no later than 15 
days prior to the site visit 

• program determines vehicle (website, campus/local 
newspaper, clinic or campus flyers, emails, etc.)

• indicate date & time 
• RSVP instructions for Zoom meeting
• location if holding meeting on campus (ensure accessible locations)

• Indicate how CAA Standards and/or Policy on Public 
Comment may be obtained 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueCAA policy requires programs to schedule meetings for students and consumers - separate meetings should be held for each. The group meetings should be for students or consumers of services - central administrators and faculty should not be in attendance at these meetings.Programs must “widely” publish an announcement no later than 15 days prior to the site visit. The program determines the vehicle(s) (campus/local newspaper, clinic or campus flyers, etc.).  The announcement should indicate the public meeting date & time. We recommend that in your announcement for your public meeting, you have people RSVP especially if allowing them to join via Zoom so that you can provide the link to the Zoom meeting in response. Preference is for the public meeting to be held on campus, thus the program should keep in mind the location of the meetings to ensure appropriate access for all attendees, e.g. ADA compliant facilities, and to allow for a candid exchange. If needed, programs can offer a hybrid option, with attendees in person and others via Zoom.Announcement also should include how to get the CAA Standards and/or the policy contacting ASHA (phone/Web/mail). The site visitors will request a copy of any announcements or notices  of the public meetingto append to their report.Details of the CAA’s Policy on Public Comment can be accessed online in the CAA Accreditation Handbook. 



Public Comments
• Can programs solicit public comments for submission to 

CAA before the visit?

• Yes. Programs may contact students, alumni, clients, community 
members, etc. to inform them about the options to provide comments 
before or during the site visit.   CAA’s Policy on Public Comment
outlines the process for submitting information to the CAA.

• Written comments must be signed and include contact information to allow 
for verification and be submitted 15 days in advance of the visit to the CAA 
office.  

• Comments are not shared directly with programs; rather they are 
considered as part of the aggregate data. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueInformation about the public comment policy is included in the site visit confirmation letters to you as program directors. Programs are free to solicit comments – but any written comments need to be signed and received in the Accreditation Office at least 15 days in advance of the scheduled site visit.NOTES (for reference – do not read)PUBLIC COMMENT POLICY – UPDATED 2011I. Procedures for Submitting Comments Prior to the Site Visit…Individuals who wish to submit written testimony about any of the programs scheduled for a site visit must adhere to the following procedures:All comments about education programs are due in the Accreditation Office no later than fifteen (15) days before the first day of the scheduled site visit. Comments received after this time will not be forwarded to the site visit team for consideration during the accreditation review.All written testimony must include the commenter's name, address, telephone contact information and the commenter's relationship to the program in order for the Accreditation Office staff to verify the source of the testimony, including comments submitted via fax or as an e-mail attachment. All comments must be signed. Comments should be submitted to: Accreditation Public Comment, Council on Academic Accreditation in Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology (CAA), American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2200 Research Boulevard, #310, Rockville, Maryland 20850; accreditation@asha.org ;Fax: 301-296-8570Procedures for Handling Comments Received in Advance of the Site Visit:• The Accreditation Office staff will acknowledge receipt of the individual's comments and confirm whether they were received within the approved time lines.The Accreditation Office staff will verify the source of the testimony with each respondent to ensure that the commenter's name, address, telephone contact information, and the commenter's relationship to the program have been provided.If the conditions above are met, the Accreditation Office staff will forward the comments (including those submitted via fax or as an email attachment), with the author's name redacted, to the chair of the site visit team at least 1 week prior to the first day of the scheduled site visit.The site visit team will consider the written comments as they review the program's compliance with the accreditation standards and will address them in the site visit report, if appropriate, as they relate to the appropriate Standards for Accreditation.II. Procedures for Providing Comments During the Site VisitBoth written and oral comments will be considered during any portion of the site visit, provided they meet the criteria specified above.Public meeting: Programs scheduled for review also are responsible for soliciting public comment from students and consumers by holding a public meeting during the scheduled site visit. The program must widely publish an announcement regarding this meeting no later than fifteen (15) days prior to the site visit. The announcement should indicate that a copy of the Standards for Accreditation and/or the CAA's policy on public comment may be obtained by contacting the Accreditation Office at ASHA, 2200 Research Boulevard, Rockville, Maryland 20850; calling ASHA's Action Center at 800-498-2071; or accessing the documents online.Other comments during the site visit: If written comments are provided to a site visitor during the site visit, the commenter must include his/her name, address and telephone contact information and the commenter's relationship to the program in order to verify the source of the testimony, and must have signed the comments. As with all information obtained during the site visit, the site visit team members will consider the written comments as it relates to the accreditation standards, and will not reveal the identity of the person submitting the comments in the written site visit report or append the written comments to that report.Please note: In addition to these opportunities for providing public comment regarding a program's accreditation status, the CAA has separate procedures for filing a formal complaint about a CAA-accredited program or one seeking CAA accreditation. Individuals who wish to file a formal complaint should contact the Accreditation Office to obtain a copy of the complaint procedures or refer to the Procedures for Complaints Against a Graduate Education Programs. 



Handling Emergencies

• Decision made jointly by 
program director & Site Visit 
Chair 

• Is university open?
• Is there electricity or cell 

service?
• Include Accreditation Office 

staff in decision to ensure 
available resources
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueWeather events and emergencies happen – sometimes presenting challenges for the team or program representatives to fully participate. Programs or teams may question whether or not to cancel a planned visit. Some considerations can be made to proceed with a site visit (e.g., Is there electricity/cell service in order to review materials or conduct phone calls?) or the need to re-schedule it. For instance, with the recent hurricane in Florida, site visits were cancelled and re-scheduled to occur later in the semester/late November or early December.The program director and SV chair should discuss options depending on what conditions are contributing to concerns. During this time power outages and health concerns of key participants or the weather reports are indicating and actions of the university to keep students, faculty, employees, and visitors safe. Remember to advise Accreditation Staff as soon as possible if there are any issues with proceeding with a visit as scheduled. If a decision is made to reschedule the visit this effects resource availability, so the office needs to be included in any decision. 



Conflicts of Interest
• In accordance with the CAA’s conflict of interest 

policies, examples of conflicts for site visitors would be:

• Asking for or accepting gifts
• Accepting or requesting a sample of wares
• Accepting payment for meals
• Recruiting instructional staff
• Recruiting students
• Accepting employment positions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = Mary SueConflicts of interest can arise in a site visit, with any member of the team. If you observe any of these behaviors, it is important to contact accreditation staff or include in your performance feedback survey about the specific site visitor. 



Documentation • What will site visitors be 
looking for?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER= ShatondaThe site visit team has access to the application materials (information in Engauge), CAA’s initial observations & the program’s response in advance of the site visit. Let’s review what documentation the site visitors will expect to see from the program before (and possibly during) the site visit. 



Documentation is used by site 
visitors to:

• verify information in your 
application

• ensure policies are in practice –
and practices are in policies

• confirm student 
achievement/progress tracking
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER= ShatondaThe team will be looking to verify information that provides evidence that your program is complying with each standard.This includes verifying information that you reference in your application. Ensuring policies are in practice – and practices are in policies.And they also look to see evidence of student progress tracking and achievement.And more.



Team’s Review

• Based wholly in 
Standards for 
Accreditation

• Guided by 
Requirements for 
Review

• Based on evidence 
presented
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER= ShatondaThe site visitors conduct a rigorous review based only on the Standards for Accreditation.  Each standard has Requirements for Review. All of the Requirements for Review must be verified using the evidence presented during the site visit.  Site visitors will use various sources of evidence such as interviews and document review to confirm consistency in compliance with a standard and across standards.  For example, a drop in program completion rates may prompt the site visit team to look more closely at the frequency of course offerings and sufficiency/composition of faculty to deliver the program. 



What will they expect to see?

• Two key resources that help identify materials can be 
found on the CAA’s website 

• Site Visit Review Materials
• https://caa.asha.org/site-visits/program-preparation/

• Documentation Guidance (for 2017 Standards, rev2023)
• https://caa.asha.org/reporting/standards/

• Documentation must be prepared and available in English. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER= ShatondaThe CAA has 2 key resources for programs available on its website to assist programs preparing for site visits. The Site Visit Review Materials lists what needs to be available to the team in advance of the site visit, as well as what the team will need to access on site. The Documentation Guidance is a new and improved version of the CAA’s ‘Sources of Data’ document, which integrates that content as well as general suggestions about documentation for each standard. As always, you can check with the chair of the visit team if you have questions about specific items. As a reminder, all materials should be available in English. As noted in the Accreditation Handbook, Chapter XV “All accreditation review materials, including the application and related correspondence, must be provided in and site visits conducted in English. The service of a translator or translation of documents will be the program’s responsibility and at its expense.” 

https://caa.asha.org/site-visits/program-preparation/
https://caa.asha.org/reporting/standards/


What will they expect to see?
• Examples of documentation include:

• Handbooks 
(University/Department/Program)

• All course syllabi
• Assessment instruments and data
• Lists of student files, current & past 3 yrs
• Faculty meeting minutes
• University's promotion and tenure guidelines
• Copies of course evaluation forms, practicum 

evaluation forms (student and supervisor/site)
• Copies of employer, alumni, and exit surveys
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER= ShatondaSome of the documentation that the CAA requests can be used as evidence for multiple standards. For example, university catalog is listed under Standard 1.1 as a possible source of information – but the catalog will likely be used to verify the program’s compliance with other standards. Other examples of materials to be available: Program’s student learning outcomes (behavioral objectives)Aggregate student achievement dataUniversity policies re. students, facultyMajor equipment & materials inventory and calibration records

https://www.gbcnv.edu/faculty/facultyhandbook.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Documentation Prep/Access
• Key documentation must be 

made available to the Site 
Visit team at least 1 month 
in advance of the visit.

• Virtual Workroom/library
• Website

• Add dates to documents to 
ensure most current version 
available to team
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: ShatondaPrograms have been creative in how they organize and provide documentation, such as student and faculty handbooks, new faculty CVs, tracking or advising forms, etc. to the site visit teams. Some programs have used the following methods: Developed a virtual workroom or library on their website specific to the CAA’s visit (with unique access for the site visitors)Granted access to a university/program/student intranet site to access key documentsMAKE SURE DOCUMENTS ARE DATED, SO SV TEAM KNOWS THE CURRENCY OF DOCUMENTNOTE: Due to risk of viruses, etc. the CAA does not encourage programs to load and forward materials on a flash (or thumb) drive. Granting access to virtual workrooms or a website to the SV Team about 1 month in advance of the site visit permits team members to review these materials in advance, and allows more time to be spent conducting interviews, etc. while on-site.  A list of required materials to have available in advance is posted on the CAA’s web pages (http://caa.asha.org/site-visits/review-materials/) and is included in your Site Visit Confirmation letter. NOTE: the only item that should be sent to the Accreditation office is your Response to Initial Observations and updates to faculty/faculty summary. Please make sure that you have thoroughly reviewed your web site to ensure that links work and that the content is current and accurate for any materials that are available there. 



Access to files & confidentiality

• FERPA - students
• Allows site visitors access to student files for purposes of accreditation
• Site visitors will not record or report any identifying information

• HIPAA - clinic “covered entity”
• May need site visitors to sign a form acknowledging confidentiality, 

consistent with your institution’s protocols
• Client files are typically not reviewed; but clinic schedule could be
• CAA/ASHA does not need to sign Business Associate Agreements
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: ShatondaThe Site Visit Chair should consult with the program in advance to organize/ assemble relevant materials and ensure access to records in line with FERPA and HIPAA regulations.  Programs must ensure that they are following university procedures. Student files/portfolios should not contain client identifying info.FERPAFederal Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974Accrediting agencies do not need consent to review student records.Site visitors will not record or report any identifying informationFERPA permits site visitors access to student files for purposes of accreditationHIPAAHealth Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1994Client files – confidentiality May need site visitors to sign a form acknowledging confidentiality, consistent with your institution’s protocolsClient files are typically not reviewed; but clinic schedule could beAs the CAA is an accreditor for the academic program, it does not need to sign a Business Associate Agreement. �Site visitors typically do not review client files, but do look for aspects about clinical education by examining information in:  Procedural manualsSupervision logsInterviewsClinic schedules, etc. 



Technology Considerations
• What software is used to support (distance) education? 
• What resources support satellite campus(es)?
• What resources are required of students, faculty, staff?
• What training is provided?
• What support is provided and by which entity (university, program)?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: ShatondaIf the program relies on technologies to support course delivery, especially for distance education or satellite location components, or for meeting with students or faculty – you may wish to work with the site visit team to show the technology to them, allowing the team to see the mechanics of what faculty and students use, as well as the training or level of support that are available for those that use the systems.  Some of the technology considerations are especially relevant now as universities have enhanced their remote offerings during the pandemic. It is likely that the site visit team will ask faculty and students about the technology used. 



Required web content

• Student outcome data
• 2013 Standards change (required publication online)
• 2017 Standards – required labeling 
• 2017 Standards revised for 2023 remove employment data as required 

outcome measure
• Accreditation statement (July 2013 policy; January 2017 policy; 

February 2022 policy)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: ShatondaAlthough programs publish a great deal of information on their web sites, the CAA requires programs to publish to the web site only 2 elements:Student outcome (or achievement) data – data must be separated by professional area if both are offered and must be separated by modality in each area if applicable – this requirement went into effect January 1, 2013. As of August 1, 2017 the CAA requires that these data be labeled “Student Achievement Data” or “Student Outcome Data” – this is posted under 2017 Standard 1.9As of January 1, 2023 – programs are NO longer required to post employment data, though they may continue to do so if they wishAccreditation Statement –The statement must indicate the specific program, degree designator, and professional area that holds an accreditation status, and should include mode of delivery (residential) as well as CAA’s full name, address and phone number.  Sample statements are in the Accreditation Handbook. CAA modified its Public Notice of Accreditation Status policy in July 2013 to require programs to publish on its web site an accreditation statement. Beginning January 1, 2017, programs must publish this statement in its entirety online (see Handbook for details.)Updated required text in September 2020 – be sure to include the title AND the abbreviation (or designator) of the degree in the statement. For example – Doctor of Audiology (Au.D.) or Master of Science (M.S.)Additional text required in 2022 – mode of delivery (residential ) or (distance education).If the CAA or site visitors note a problem with either of these elements, it will be noted under Standard 1.9 which deals with accuracy and currency of public information.The CAA will review the web pages in anticipation of its final decision with the program, as it expects dynamic data like that presented for the student outcomes will be updated regularly.



Myth vs. Fact #2
• CAA requires programs to use a specific form or software to 

track student progress.

• No, the above statement is a myth.
• Programs should develop forms/mechanisms to track a student’s progress 

consistent with program’s stated goals. 

• Site Visitors will look to ensure these mechanisms and processes consistently 
track: 

• acquisition of knowledge and skills
• supervised clinical practicum hours
• progress toward graduation 
• progress toward state and national credentials
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Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: ShatondaTracking mechanisms should be consistent with the stated goals of the program. If students are to be eligible for teacher certification, for example, then there should be evidence in the student file the elements required and the progress towards meeting those. [In case it comes up…CAA does not require a “KASA” form (Knowledge and Skills Acquisition (KASA) summary form) in each student file. The “KASA” form was developed to assist in tracking for ASHA certification process and is no longer used.]



Myth vs. Fact #3
• Site visitors’ in-depth knowledge of the program is limited 

to the current accreditation application and related 
resources, e.g., program’s website.

• Yes, the above statement is a FACT. 

• The site visit team is not provided past applications or annual reports 
for their review for the visit. Nor is a history of the program’s citations or 
follow-ups provided.  

• Site visitors are expected to review the webpages of the program and 
university to verify data and its currency.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: ShatondaOften the program will update its webpages and forget to remove dead links that may appear in a variety of other places. It is important that the program spend some time making certain that all links are actually working and the information presented is readily available, current and accurate. This includes the links on the public web site -this relates to Standard 1.9 and public having access to program information as mentioned earlier. 



Site Visit 
Report • The site visit team is required to 

generate a report of the site visit.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieFollowing the site visit, the team is expected to document its observations in a site visit report. 



Site Visit Report

• Becomes official record of team’s observations

• Considered a critical element by the CAA to make 
fair, impartial, and informed decisions on 
program’s accreditation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieThe site visit team’s task is to collect and report information.  The CAA’s job is then to consider all of the information to make the accreditation decision.  So, it is not surprising that the site visit activities and report are a critical component of the accreditation review.



Site Visit Report

• Results of the team’s 
observations are presented 
twice to the program:

• orally at end of visit (Exit Report) 
as a summary

• written report (Site Visit Report) 
with details > 8 weeks post visit
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieThe program will receive the results of the team’s observations twice- Orally - during the scheduled Exit Report before the team leaves, and  In Writing – within 8 weeks after the visit. The written document is the Site Visit Report.The site visit team actively works on the draft site visit report and provides that to the Accreditation Office 30 days after the visit; both staff and the CAA Chair will review the report before it is forwarded to the program a few weeks later.



Exit Report

• Oral report of SV team’s observations to the program
• Standards for Accreditation = source for verification
• Know what will be included in written report 

• Attendees include Program Director
• Others determined by program, e.g. faculty, clinic director,  

administrators, students, department chair

• Opportunity to receive information, ask questions 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieThe exit report is scheduled as the last meeting during the site visit. The purpose of providing an exit report to the program is to provide an oral report of the team’s observations of the program’s compliance with the accreditation standards. These will be the same as what is more fully described in the written site visit report.We often get questions regarding who attends the exit report. This is determined by the program. The Program Director & Others usually attend– such as Graduate Director, Clinic Director, Faculty, Students, and Administrators, department chair.The team will present its findings to you. You should feel comfortable to ask questions as we want to be sure you are clear on any issues that the site visit team presents. However, the Exit Report is not a time to debate the team’s findings. The site visit team also cannot advise you how to “fix” any issues that may have been identified. 



Site Visit Report

• Written site visit report is sent to:
• Program Director 
• President or designee

• Usually the provost or dean - whoever 
signed the application authorization

• 8 weeks after the visit
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieA copy of the written site visit report is provided to the program director as well as the president or his/her designee (whoever the program identified and signed the accreditation application) 8 weeks after the visit itself. 



Site Visit Report - Response

• Program director and the president/designee have opportunity 
to provide written response within 30 days to:

• clarify accuracy of the site visitors' observations 
• provide updates on progress made on issues noted by site visit team 
• provide updates about standards that were not necessarily identified as 

issues by the site visit team 

• Program’s response is considered by the CAA when 
making its final accreditation decision. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieThe program should plan to provide a response to the report, even if it just a simple acknowledgement and that you will not provide anything further. It is important to respond to any areas for which the site visit team could not verify as either compliant (for accreditation visits) or at the expected compliance level for candidacy visits. Central administrators also may submit a response to the team’s report within the 30 days.  The response should include any clarifications to the team’s observations, updates on the program’s consideration and changes related to any noted areas from the team. This is also an opportunity for you to provide updates about compliance with standards that were not necessarily identified as issues by the SV team. This helps the CAA by having as current a snapshot as possible of the program.



Myth vs. Fact #4

• Observations reported by the team may be different 
than those identified by the CAA in its initial review 
of the application.

• Yes, the above statement is a FACT. 
• The Site Visit team has access to documentation on-site that 

the CAA does not have while conducting its initial review of 
the application. As a result, the site visitors may offer a 
different perspective on your program’s ability to 
demonstrate compliance.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieThe CAA has opportunity to review the application and provide their initial observations to the program in advance of the visit. Because the site visit team is reviewing all elements of the program based on the accreditation standards which includes many sources of data/evidence, their observations can differ from those articulated by the CAA. Similarly, the final decision from CAA may have different findings than the observations in the SVR, as the program may resolve issues or provide additional information in its response to the SVR that better informs the CAA about overall compliance with each accreditation standard. 



CAA 
Decisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieNow that the site visit is concluded and you have responded to the site visit report, the CAA will make a decision about your program’s accreditation (or candidacy) status. 



CAA Decisions

• CAA makes most final accreditation decisions at face-
to-face meetings 2x/year

• Fall site visits = February meeting (accreditation, candidacy)
• Spring site visits = July meeting (accreditation) or specially 

designated meetings (May – candidacy)

• Programs can typically expect decisions 3-5 months 
after site visit; 12 months after application submission

• … and no later than 30 days after the CAA meeting
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieThe CAA makes final accreditation decisions for programs seeking candidacy status, initial accreditation or continued accreditation at its face-to-face meetings (which may be in person or virtual). For programs that had a Fall site visit, those decisions will be scheduled for the CAA’s February meeting. For programs that had a Spring site visit, decisions will be rendered at their July meeting for accredited programs; candidacy program decisions may be made at a special meeting in May.  Official notifications are then made to programs within 30 days of the CAA’s meeting.



Enforcement of Standards & CAA 
Decisions
§602.20   Enforcement of standards.
• (a) If the agency's review of an institution or program under any 

standard indicates that the institution or program is not in compliance 
with that standard, the agency must—

• (1) Follow its written policy for notifying the institution or program of the 
finding of noncompliance;

• (2) Provide the institution or program with a written timeline for coming into 
compliance that is reasonable, as determined by the agency's decision-
making body, based on the nature of the finding, the stated mission, and 
educational objectives of the institution or program. The timeline may include 
intermediate checkpoints on the way to full compliance and must not exceed 
the lesser of four years or 150 percent of the—

• (i) Length of the program in the case of a programmatic accrediting agency; or
• (ii) Length of the longest program at the institution in the case of an institutional 

accrediting agency; …
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieAs an accrediting agency recognized by US Secretary of Education, the CAA is obligated to address with programs any areas it is not in full compliance. USDE implemented new regulations in July 2020, and as a result the CAA updated its policy on how long programs would be given to return to compliance with any standard. The maximum amount of time under CAA’s policy is 3 years, which includes up to 2 years of a program being on probation. If the review of a second consecutive report reveals that noncompliance issues continue for the same standard(s),  regardless of which requirements for review are identified, a program will be placed on probation or accreditation withdrawn. So, the CAA reviews the areas of concern from the last Annual Report (even during an accreditation review) to ensure that progress has been made to resolve the areas out of compliance. For example, the CAA has placed programs on probation for failure to address concerns under Standard 1.9 - for how they present student outcome data or their accreditation status statement. Although these areas may seem minor, they are part of the standards and if left unresolved can result in high stakes decisions. _____________________________________________________________________________________________(for reference – do not read)§602.20   Enforcement of standards.(a) If the agency's review of an institution or program under any standard indicates that the institution or program is not in compliance with that standard, the agency must—(1) Follow its written policy for notifying the institution or program of the finding of noncompliance;(2) Provide the institution or program with a written timeline for coming into compliance that is reasonable, as determined by the agency's decision-making body, based on the nature of the finding, the stated mission, and educational objectives of the institution or program. The timeline may include intermediate checkpoints on the way to full compliance and must not exceed the lesser of four years or 150 percent of the—(i) Length of the program in the case of a programmatic accrediting agency; or(ii) Length of the longest program at the institution in the case of an institutional accrediting agency;



Myth vs. Fact #5
• The site visit team’s findings are the only data used by CAA 

for final accreditation decision and citations.

• No, the above statement is a MYTH. 

• The CAA considers all information, from the accreditation application through 
the program’s response to the site visit report and any program updates, to 
determine a program’s compliance with each standard and the resulting 
accreditation decision. The CAA also takes into consideration whether any 
unresolved issues remain from previous reviews.

• The CAA’s final decision and citations may differ from SV team observations, 
as the CAA has access to updated information from the program after the site 
visit. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieOnly CAA has authority for final determination of compliance - so findings/citations may vary from site visit report observations.  Programs have opportunity to address concerns in the response to the SVR, and the CAA will review the program’s web site at the time of the decision meeting – so there are opportunities after the Site Visit to provide clarifying information or correct deficiencies.The CAA also verifies that any unresolved issues, such as those cited in the last annual report before the program submitted its application, were addressed. If a program continues to be out of full compliance, the CAA is required to note that and it can have an adverse effect on the final decision about the program’s accreditation status. 



Site Visitor 
Performance 
Feedback/ 
Evaluations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieThe CAA is interested in getting feedback from you about the overall site visit experience and about each of the site visit team members who conducted the visit. This feedback is shared with each team member (anonymously, and in the aggregate annually)and is used to determine their continued service as a site visitor. As well as areas for improvements to the site visit process, resources needed to assist programs in site visit preparations, and in determining any areas of the standards that require further clarification or education.



Site Visitor Performance 
Feedback

Complete online survey immediately following the site visit, but 
no later than end of the semester

Provide feedback on each member of site visit team; helpful to 
include input from entire faculty/staff

Evaluation form:
Uses numeric rating system 
Reflect knowledge, skills, responsibilities, & expected 
behaviors of site visitors
Opportunity for written comments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER = ValerieProgram directors are emailed the link to access the online survey in advance of the site visit. Please submit your program’s feedback as soon as the visit is completed.  Reminders will go out to program directors in advance of the evaluation site closing. Specific comments about the performance of individual team members are greatly encouraged.  Anonymous aggregate feedback (without the author being identified) is shared with the site visitors as part of their evaluation on an annual basis, and is reviewed by the CAA’s Site Visit Recruitment, Selection, and Evaluation Committee.  The information retrieved from evaluations completed by program representatives is essential in meeting the CAA’s goals of offering a quality program that benefits the programs and the integrity of the process. The CAA provides the anonymous ratings and comments received to site visitors annually:To learn whether individuals with appropriate credentials make good members of an accreditation site visit team.To determine if the site visit process is being performed efficiently, effectively, and with accountability to the accrediting body.To facilitate improvement in the site visit process and site visitor skills.There is also opportunity to provide feedback about accreditation staff performance in handling the administrative details of the site visit process, plus general areas on which to calibrate site visitors.  As well as identify any standards or areas that are difficult to interpret or would benefit from further CAA guidance and/or resource development.



Myth vs. Fact #6

• Completing site visitor evaluations before the final decision 
is rendered will affect the results of the accreditation 
decision.

• No, the above statement is a MYTH!  
• The evaluations are used to improve the site visit process and 

performance of site visitors. Evaluation materials are not considered 
when the CAA renders accreditation decisions and are kept entirely
separate.
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SPEAKER = ValerieEvaluation materials are handled and processed separately from the accreditation review materials and are not considered part of the program’s record when the CAA makes its final decision. 



Next Steps 
& Reminders

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER=KellyAs we get ready to wrap up this session, a few next steps and tips or reminders.



Checklist for Program Directors
Complete the availability survey if you have not yet done so and have a Spring 2023 site visit
Review Site Visit Confirmation Letter/Reach out to SV Chair/Make hotel reservations
Develop draft agenda
Make key documents electronically available to team (30 days in advance)
Review website for accuracy and currency
Submit response to CAA’s initial observations & provide updated faculty list/CV (30 days in advance)
Publish public meeting announcement (no later than 15 days in advance)
Arrange logistical considerations for public and student meetings
Arrange hotel reservations and ground transportation for team
Provide a response to the site visit report (30 days after receipt)
Complete feedback survey on the site visit process and site visitors 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: KellyWe’ve developed a check list for you– these are not necessarily presented in sequence – but many of them need to be completed 30 days in advance of site visit or directly after the site visit.After completing the availability survey, your true starting point, and clock ticking, comes with the site visit confirmation letter – READ it carefully. Reach out to your SV Chair, make hotel arrangements, draft the agenda using resources available on the CAA website, start uploading your documents to a shared site.



Follow-Up Site Visits
• USDE requires accreditors to visit 

campuses
• Abbreviated visit 

• 1 day (longer if multiple campuses, 
consortium)

• 1 site visitor/ professional area
• Tour
• Public Meeting
• Any issues cited by the CAA in their 

decision/AAR
• Candidacy vs. Accredited program 

meetings/activities may differ 

CANDIDATE 
PROGRAM

ACCREDITED 
PROGRAM

Tour (6.3) x x

Meet with program director x x

Meet with students x X

Meet with public x x

Meet with dean or other central
administrators

x x

Review student/alumni files x If needed

Interview new hires (2.0) x

Review clinical agreements/
interview supervisors

x

Other areas/standards identified by
the CAA in its decision

x x

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: KellyFor those of you who may have had a full-team VIRTUAL site visit in the past two years, the USDE requires accreditors like the CAA to conduct an on-campus site visit. Since the pandemic began in 2020, the CAA deferred the on-campus portion until it is safe to travel while still proceeding with reviews and decisions. If your program had a CAA virtual visit, we will plan a follow-up on-campus visit within the following two years.The follow-up site visit to a program is expected to be one day, unless the program is offered on multiple campuses, e.g. consortium, and then the length of the visit may be extended as appropriate. For follow-up site visits, one site visitor per professional area will be scheduled to come to campus; typically, the site visitor would have been a member of the original virtual site visit team. If needed, another site visitor from the same professional area may be assigned. During the follow-up site visit, meetings with the program director and the public should be arranged. The site visitor must tour the program’s physical facilities and will review materials requested by the CAA or relevant to any issues identified in the program’s decision letter. Details about the timing of the follow-up site visit will be communicated to the program in its decision letter.



Site Visit Resources

CAA WEBSITE -
CAA.ASHA.ORG

ACCREDITATION 
HANDBOOK – LINK 
FROM ANY PAGE 
ON CAA WEBSITE

DOCUMENTATION 
GUIDANCE -

CAA.ASHA.ORG/REP
ORTING/STANDARDS

/

SUGGESTED 
QUESTIONS FOR 
INTERVIEWS (IN 

HANDBOOK)

https://caa.asha.org/site-visits/program-preparation/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: KellyCAA’s website offers a wealth of information and key accreditation resources for program directors. When accreditation staff get notice of a program director change, they send along this link in the approval letter approximately 30 days after receiving notification. Easy links to the Accreditation Handbook and current Standards can be found on every page. From the Reporting pages, easy links to update your program information and faculty (24/7/365) as well as links to the online reporting system (EnGauge) can be accessed.  There are also links to lists of suggested questions in the Handbook that is organized by interviewee – so this may be a good resource to share in advance. Information regarding site visits can be found on the CAA website. 

https://caa.asha.org/
https://caa.asha.org/reporting/standards/
https://caa.asha.org/reporting/standards/
https://caa.asha.org/reporting/standards/
https://caa.asha.org/site-visits/program-preparation/


Accreditation Staff Resources
(1-800-498-2071)

Kelly Velasquez 
X5794; kvelasquez@asha.org
(Site Visits)

Allen Read x8723; 
aread@asha.org
(Site Visits)

Gretchen Ehret Hoshaw 
x5765; gehret@asha.org
(Accreditation Applications)

Maia Williams x5766; 
mawilliams@asha.org
(Accreditation 
Applications) 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: KellyIf any questions come up after this session, please do not hesitate to contact Accreditation staff. For site visit scheduling, SV team, logistics or responses to initial observations or the site visit report, contact Kelly Velasquez or Allen Read.For questions regarding your initial or reaccreditation application, or your candidacy application, you can contact Gretchen Ehret Hoshaw or Maia Williams. 

mailto:tkirsch@asha.org
mailto:acurley@asha.org
mailto:gehret@asha.org
mailto:mawilliams@asha.org


accreditation@asha.org

https://caa.asha.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We hope this session has been helpful to you as you prepare for your upcoming CAA Site Visit!
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